
Moving into Memory Care

The Dementia Sherpa's

Guide to 

One of the most common questions I get is, "How will I know when it's

time for memory care?" 

 

The answer can be frustrating, but it's still true: it depends. 

 

The best way I've found to help families figure out the right answer for

their particular situation is to use the following criteria: 

 

-Functional Assessment Staging Test (FAST) 

-Caregiver Burden Scale 

-Your intuition 

 

When you use these tools, you'll come up with the right answer...if you

answer accurately. 

 

No one is trying to use wrong answers, but our natural tendency as family

is to want our person to be seen in the best light possible.  

 

But having dementia--and showing the symptoms--doesn't make your

person bad or wrong. Needing more care than what they're currently

getting doesn't mean anything other than they just need more assistance. 

 

When we get an accurate take on what's going on, we can arrive at an

accurate conclusion about what needs to happen next. 
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Step 1: Find your person's FAST score 

The lowest functional level is the correct level. For example, if your person

needs both help selecting proper attire (Stage 5) and putting on clothes

(Stage 6a), the correct stage is 6a.  
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Step 1: Find your person's FAST score 

We can see that Stage 6a is expected to last 4.8 months if no medication

is used. (This is also how we can see if medication is working: is the stage

lasting longer?)  

 

Additionally, we see that someone at Stage 6a has the mental age of a 5

year-old. That may not mean it's time for memory care, but it definitely

means the person should not be living alone. 

 

Beyond giving us an idea of how long each stage is expected to last, we

can also see what is on the horizon. This helps us understand, for

example, how much time we have to choose a memory care community

if we haven't done that already. 

 

 

 

 

https://dementiasherpa.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/fast.pdf
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Step 2: Find your score on the Caregiver Burden Scale 

The Caregiver Burden Scale is an awful name, but a useful tool.  

 

Using it with clients, I find people frequently dither on their answers and

feel the need to justify their answers.  

 

When this happens, I remind them that no one expected to be in this

situation--not your person, and not you. Neither of you are "bad."  

 

We're only looking for accurate information in order to make a good

decision. That's it. 

 

Ideally, your score is 20 or under. If not, it's time to make some changes.

At a score 61 or above, there's no question your person needs to go to

memory care (or you need additional help, at the very least).  

 

61 or above is dangerous territory and should be taken very seriously. 

 

 

 

https://dementiasherpa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/FTLDA-CARGIVER-BURDEN-SCALE.pdf
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Step 2: Find your score on the Caregiver Burden Scale 

The Caregiver Burden Scale is an awful name, but a useful tool.  

 

Using it with clients, I find people frequently dither on their answers and

feel the need to justify their answers.  

 

When this happens, I remind them that no one expected to be in this

situation--not your person, and not you. Neither of you are "bad."  

 

We're only looking for accurate information in order to make a good

decision. That's it. 

 

Download a Caregiver Burden Scale by clicking anywhere on this page. 

 

Ideally, your score is 20 or under. If not, it's time to make some changes.

At a score 61 or above, there's no question your person needs to go to

memory care (or you need additional help, at the very least).  

 

61 or above is dangerous territory and should be taken very seriously. 

 

 

 

https://dementiasherpa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/FTLDA-CARGIVER-BURDEN-SCALE.pdf
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Step 3: Use Your Intuition 

Put simply, what does your gut tell you? 

 

Too often, we ignore it. Things pretty much never turn out well when we

do that.  

 

If you've done the FAST and the Caregiver Burden Scale and checked in

with your intuition and you're still not sure, my guess would be it's

probably time.  

 

That indecisiveness can be a sign of major overwhelm. You deserve better

than being crushed by overwhelm every morning, and so does your

person.  

 

Other helpful ideas: 

1. Ask a trusted friend/family member to go through these steps, too, then

compare notes. 

2. If others in the family are already telling you it's time for memory care

but you're resisting, ask yourself why. Talk it through with a trusted friend

and/or professional. 

3. Get a professional involved to do an assessment and make the

determination for you. 

 

 

 

 

https://dementiasherpa.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/FTLDA-CARGIVER-BURDEN-SCALE.pdf
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About Christy Turner, Your Dementia Sherpa

Christy’s experience working with people living with dementia started

when she was 8 years old and her mom took her to work (a memory care

community, before such a thing officially existed). 

 

Christy went on to become a Certified Dementia Practitioner (CDP),

Certified Dementia Care Unit Manager (CDCM), and Cognitive Stimulation

Instructor (CCSI). She has run award-winning memory care communities

in assisted living and skilled nursing levels of care.  

 

A speaker and consultant, she's the go-to local expert for families living

with a dementia diagnosis and the challenges that come with it.  

 

Christy is also the founder of DementiaSherpa.com, the featured expert

on The Alzheimer's Podcast, and creator of the online programs The

Dementia Sherpa's Guide to Moving into Memory Care and Memory Care

in Your Own Home.  

 

She's had the privilege of working with over 1,500 people living with

dementia and their families, including multiple situations in her own

family. 

 

 

 

https://groupprogram.samcart.com/products/moving-into-memory-care2

